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each year; the target in volume is reached
using an export tax, endogenously computed.
This solution is appealing in that it generates
a rent that accrues to the exporter (contrary
to a tariff).
According to our estimates, the measures
already implemented would cause significant
value-added losses to China (USD 91 billion
in the long run), but also to the United States
(62 billion), due to the intertwining of global
value chains. Because of vertical linkages
along the value chains, 20 out of our 25
sectors decrease their value added in the US,
suggesting that with this tariff war the US
are shooting themselves in the foot. China
and the United States could experience GDP
losses by 0.4% and 0.3% respectively. As in
any war, imposing losses on an enemy comes
at a high cost.
If the tariff war were to escalate, German
industry would pay a heavy toll. The
opposite path, a lull through an agreement
on industrial goods between the United
States and the European Union, would avoid
undesirable outcomes, but would bring little
gain per se to the parties.
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The policy landscape is becoming increasingly
complex with interrelated global challenges
stretching across domains previously handled
in relative isolation. Prime examples are
the sustainable development goals (SDGs)
adopted in 2015 with ambitious goals for
both developing and developed countries to
end poverty, improve health and education,
reduce inequality and spur economic
growth while tackling climate change and
preserve natural resources both on land
in in the oceans by 2030 (United Nations
2015). Alongside the SDGs many countries
including the European Union member states,
committed to halt climate change as part of
the 2016 Paris agreement (UNFCCC 2016)

which will have widespread repercussions for
the way in which the world economy operates.
SDGs and Paris commitments require
policymakers to look at impacts beyond
their own domain and decades ahead.
With feedback loops abound, impacts of
interventions become theoretically ambiguous
requiring ex-ante integrated modelling
tools to explore expected impacts of policy
interventions, trade-offs and synergies across
multiple domains. This calls upon researchers
to connect previously separate strands of
research and has resulted in a burgeoning
integrated assessment literature (van Vuuren
et al, 2015, Stehfest et al. 2014).
This paper describes how these challenges
are met by MAGNET, a global economic
model designed to combine generally
separate strands of research in a flexible
and coherent manner. MAGNET (Modular
Applied GeNeral Equilibrium Tool) is unique
in covering food security, sustainability and
inclusiveness in a single economy-wide
framework. In contrast to partial agri-food
models MAGNET is a computable general
equilibrium (CGE) model covering income
feedback loops and the full (bio)economy
thus capturing feedback between primary
and industrial sectors (Banse et al. 2011,
Van Meijl et al. 2018) beyond the grasp of
partial models. This wider coverage comes
at the costs of technological detail, which
is addressed by allowing a link to partial
models like IMAGE and GLOBIOM, to exploit
each other’s comparative advantage (van
Meijl et al. 2006, Doelman et al. 2018, Frank
et al. 2019). MAGNET can also be combined
with technical models like TIMER or MARKAL
(Wicke et al. 2015, van Meijl et al. 2018),
capturing adjustments in cost structures as
well as smoothing changes in technology due
to economic feedback loops not accounted
for in these technology focussed models.
Compared to other CGE models MAGNET has
more bio-economy detail absorbed through
the cooperation with non-economic models
and combines all its extensions into a single
model instead of parallel developments
by different teams of researchers. It also
includes climate specific modules as GHG
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emissions and stock, potential and actual
temperature change and CO2 taxes. MAGNET
has been designed and developed as a
team-based model connecting specialist
expertise from different strands of research
in a single model platform. To avoid excessive
complexity in specific applications it has
been designed in a modular way allowing
researchers to combine model extensions
tailored to the question at hand. Hence there
is no single 'MAGNET model' but the model’s
scope can easily be adjusted both in terms of
model structure and data preparation.
The core of the paper describes MAGNET is
it now stands. We go beyond a description of
the available modules in also describing the
technical implementation of the modularity
both in setting up the model code and
additional purpose build software to support
modular development in the GEMPACK
software in which MAGNET is coded. Similar
tools are available for GAMS-based models,
hence lessons learned from building
MAGNET are relevant for the wider modelling
community. We also shortly touch upon the
team-based development of MAGNET which
poses its own opportunities and challenges
beyond the technicalities of such a model
platform, and is critical for the long term
success of such an endeavour.
MAGNET has been successfully applied
to support policymakers across different
domains. Examples are in the field of trade
policies, GMOs, and technical change (Meijl
and Tongeren 1998, 1999, Huang et al 2004,
Francois et al. 2005, Smeets-Kriskova et al.
2017a, 2017b), agricultural and land use
policies (Meijl et al. 2006, Nowicki et al. 2009,
Banse et al. 2008), biobased economy (Banse
et al. 2008, Meijl et al. 2018a), food security
(Kuiper et al. (fortcoming), Shutes et al.
fortcoming), climate (Nelson et al. 2013, Meijl
et al. 2018b, Hasegawa et al. 2018, Frank
et al. 2019). These past applications show
how MAGNET through its modular teambased development, addresses the need for
a flexible but coherent assessment of policies
across multiple and sometimes inherently
conflicting objectives of SDGs and the Paris
agreement.
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We conclude by summarizing lessons learned
from last 10 years of MAGNET development
relevant for both the modelling and
policymaker communities.
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Agriculture and fisheries are areas of deep
policy integration at the EU level, organised
through the Common Agricultural Policy
(CAP) and Common Fisheries Policy (CFP)
respectively. To implement and monitor the
effects of the CAP and CFP considerable data
collection occurs across Member States at the
level of primary production. This allows for
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